History

Art and Design
In Art and Design I am going to be exploring
the work of famous war-time artists Henry
Moore, as well as examining key images of
WW2 and propaganda posters.






Investigating images of WWII, looking at photography and
recreating iconic images using photographic collages
Experimenting with photography filters to create their own
contrasting remembrance images
Learning about the life and work of Henry Moore.
Evaluating and recreating Henry Moore’s shelter sketch
series.
Exploring propaganda posters and designing their own WWII
inspired slogans and graphics

In history I am going to be learning about:

a

study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’
chronological knowledge beyond 1066— WW2 Life, time and impact.











How and why did WW2 start
Who were the key figures involved at this time
Life as a WW2 soldier
The impact of the Battle of Britain and WW2
What was evacuation and how did this happen
Rationing and life back home
Home front, land girls and the war effort at home
investigate the events surrounding the 2nd World War; develop an
understanding of what life was like and the impact the war on
people’s lives both during and after the war
How the war ended and what was VE day.

Geography
In Geography are going to
be learning about key places
linked with WWII
Locating the UK and Europe on different
scaled maps

Using compass directions and gird
references to plot maps and significant
journeys

Naming, locating key places in the UK,
including key landmarks

Investigating how volcanoes are formed
and the impact they can have on the
land and surrounding areas
Extra-Curricular Activities

Identifying the equator, lines of longitude
latitude and the effect that has on
Atand
home:
Talk about and discuss relatives and their involvement in the war.
weather and seasonal produce
Research
a data
key event
from WWII that occurred locally.
 recipe.
Comparing
location
investigating
rainfall, temperature, tourism and
Places
visit: Ashford War Memorial, Imperial War Museum
seasonalto
differences

Key Vocabulary
Axis power



Have a go at making a ration

Useful websites: https://www.theschoolrun.com/homework-help/world-war-2
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/history/general-history/world-war-two/ https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/history/worldwar-ii/

Allies

Anderson
Shelter

Blitzkrieg

Air raid

Evacuee

Home Guard

Evacuation

Propaganda

Rationing

Blitz

Refugee

Slogan

Invasion

Graphic

Chancellor

Photography

troops

Contrast

